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Introduction
It not every day that you stumble across a rare and unusual rifle on the open market and at a price that most of us mere mortals
can afford.

In June 2012 I had set up a search function on the UK Guntrader website for martini action rifles. After a while the need to acquire
one of those rifles had passed, so I planned to visit the site in due course and would remove the search. However in the July 2012
came an email for a martini actioned rifle. It may be a lever actioned rifle but it was certainly not a Martini, Marlin or Winchester,
this was something very unusual. This rifle was a Barnett Ten-X and a rifle I had never seen before. I quickly ran a search in Google
and only one reference came up. This was in the www.rifleman.org.uk website and according to the site it was indeed quite a rare
beast with only 250 rifles ever being made. I quickly contacted the seller and questioned him about the rifles condition. The stock
was ruined but the action and barrel appeared to in reasonable condition, enough said and I purchased the rifle for the measly
sum of £50.00. I am not a .22 target rifle man but the opportunity to restore a rare and unusual rifle was too much to bear and this
would make an excellent long term project.
Because there appears to be very little information about this rifle, it is my intention to describe this rifle in more detail, not only
about the restoration process but also to provide a high level of technical detail, about how it functions, its design advantages and
its design flaws which I believe ultimately led to its failure.
Rifleman website
Since I have purchased the rifle I have made extensive searches both in books and on the Internet to find out more information on
this rifle and have sadly failed. As I have already mentioned in the previous paragraph the only worthwhile information on this rifle
which is publicly available is on the www.rifleman.org.uk website and even this site then refers to an article written in the N.S.R.A
Journal “The Rifleman” in March 1949. The site states that the rifle was designed and manufactured by J.H Barnett, Son & Co Ltd
of Liverpool & Birmingham, England and was introduced in 1947 and was marketed till 1949 or there about's. Production appears
to have been very limited with only two hundred and fifty rifles being made before it disappeared into obscurity for reasons
unbeknown.
Unsuccessful rifle designs.
For every twenty firearms designs and prototypes only one may make it to the production lines. That statement may not be
accurate, it may be 30 or 40 to one but it does give the reader the picture that firearms that actually get into production are hugely
outnumbered by the ones that do not.
There are many reasons for this high failure rate; simply a poor or impractical design, the sheer cost involved, which ultimately
forces the designer to quit, the market won’t support the product, simply the wrong time and at the wrong place, other more
superior products being available and politics but to state a few. Assuming the product makes it to the production line, there is no
such thing as “right first time” for a mechanical device and the product must be perfected, therefore the company must carry the
warranty costs for three years or more before the product actually makes a profit and covers its initial design costs.
I wanted the reader to be aware of this issue as the Barnett Ten-X did make it to production but no further. Two hundred and fifty
rifles is not a successful production run, the rifles setting up and tooling costs would have been fairly costly and I think the company
“pulled the plug” before it pulled them under. As I go through these Armourers notes, I will explain technically why I think the
Ten-X was an unsuccessful design.
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Rifle Serial No 11 - Initial Inspection
Initial inspection revealed a shattered stock around the pistol grip and the woodwork being in overall poor condition; otherwise
the receiver, bolt and barrel appeared in a reasonable state typical for a sixty five year old firearm. Lever, firing pin and trigger
mechanisms all appeared to function perfectly, although they clearly required a
serious service. The original sights were missing as was the butt plate. There was no
stamping or engraving on the rifle with the exception of a few UK proof marks, the
words “Parker Rifled” on the muzzle and underneath the barrel/receiver the Serial
No 11 stamped on both. I also spoke to the seller to try and identify the rifles previous
owner and was told that it had been “surrendered” to the Police, which unfortunately could offer any number of possibilities, so I took the matter no further. The
question now was this rifle worth restoring? The best way to identify this quickly and
effectively was to test fire it. The sights were missing and because the Ten-X had its
own unique sight set, it was not a simple case of fitting some Parker Hale sights as
replacement. There were some scope blocks; therefore I improvised and fitted a
modern scope as shown below. It was not an ideal setup but it provided a quick
solution to identifying the rifles capability.
Initial Range Test
Using a bench with the rifle “bagged in” and a target set at 50 yards I set about the
initial range test. To eradicate any issues with the ammunition, I utilised Eley Tenex
and fired four rounds before I noticed the scope was working itself loose and decided

to stop. I obtained the overall group shown on below which measured 15.08mm.
However the scope had moved so if you measure this as two groups taking into account
that movement, each individual group now measures approximately 7.54mm. Whichever way you measure, I thought this was very reasonable for a rifle with a shattered
stock, improvised sight and in a completely un-serviced state. Therefore I made my
decision to go ahead with the restoration for two reasons, it was still a very capable rifle
and secondly it was a unique design which I had to learn about and to be preserved.
Technical Data
1 Barrel Length
2 Receiver Length
3 Barrel & Receiver Length
4 Overall Length
5 Depth of action with lever extended
6 Depth of action with lever locked
7 Barrel diameter at breech
8 Barrel diameter at bore
9 Weight of barrel & receiver
10 Weight of stock
11 Overall weight without sights

28.0” (711.00mm)
6.75” (172.00mm)
34.75” (883.00mm)
45.25” (1150.00mm)
7.75” (197.00mm)
6.25” (159.00mm)
1.11” (28.23mm)
0.93” (23.60mm)
9.4lbs (4.27kg)
2.1lbs (0.94kg)
11.3lbs (5.21kg)
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Detailed Description- General
If you look at the pictures on the rifleman website there are some noticeable differences compared to my rifle, the most obvious
being the barrel diameter and the stock around the receiver, therefore I am assuming the pictures are of a later model which has
incorporated a number of design improvements as production proceeded and various shortcoming came to light. My rifle has the
serial number 11 and therefore is a very early model which when I received it had no sights and a shattered stock. It is unlikely, if
not impossible to find a set of replacement sights which means I will probably modify a Parker Hale PH25A set from a BSA
International. I will have to replace the stock and because my eyesight is deteriorating I will probably fit a period scope.
Barrel
At first glance the barrel is 28” long and appears parallel but it is in fact slightly tapered as indicated in the technical data on the
previous page. Rifling twist is 1 in 16” and at just under 9lbs the barrel is definitely a heavyweight and weighs more than a modern
combat rifle. My barrel had no foresight only two threaded holes but the rifleman website shows a tunnel foresight fitted to a
ramp, so the foresight can be adjusted for height. The barrel has two scope blocks and is marked Parker Rifled on the muzzle face,
a number of UK proof marks and the serial number 11 under the chamber area. The muzzle has a square flat face and the barrel
is screwed into the receiver making for a very strong design.
Three inches from the chamber at 6 o’clock is a threaded hole which the front stock mounted bolt secures, very similar in design
to the method used by the BSA model 12 rifles. The Rifleman website shows an altogether different barrel, which is obviously of
less weight. The barrel has a bottleneck approximately four inches from the breech and then a much thinner and tapered barrel
to the muzzle. My initial conclusion therefore was that the original barrel was two heavy and produced an excessively muzzle
heavy and unbalanced rifle, which was improved in the latter rifles as shown on the Rifleman website.
Receiver
The receiver has an outside diameter of 1.25” and an inside diameter of 0.8”. It is 6.75” long and contains the trigger mechanism,
lever and locking mechanism, loading platform and the rearsight. Unfortunately the rearsight is completely missing and the only
evidence remaining is the four threaded mounting holes on the rear left of the receiver as can be seen on the right.
The front of the receiver is threaded for the barrel; on top of the receiver at 12 o’clock there is an opening which serves as both
the loading and ejection port. On the bottom of the receiver at 6 o’clock there is an opening with two 0.130
(3.3mm) plates welded either side which secures the
trigger, ejector and lever mechanism. Forward of this is
the loading platform, which is retained by a spring loaded
plate. At the rear of the receiver at 6 o’clock there is a
dovetail which retains a nut which the bolt retaining stock
secures too.
In the loading port there are two plates which locate
either side of the chamber entrance and along the length
of the loading port and are secured by pins, which function similar to that of a split pin. These two plates work in
conjunction with the loading platform to form what can
be best described as a loading tray. I have deliberately
not removed these plates because like a split pin they are
only designed to be locked once, any further movement
of the pin will simply weaken it. These locking pins protrude and lock on the outside of the receiver and cosmetically look ugly and will easily catch on any material such
as a gun slip or clothing.
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The function of these plates is to act as a bullet guides
working in conjunction with the loading platform and
they assist in assuring the correct presentation angle,
they are cheap to manufacture being of press steel
stampings, however if they have to be removed the
weakness of the split pin approach will require them to
be replaced on a regular basis. I also suspect the plates
can be easily damaged, therefore again requiring regular replacement.
The fact there are three major components involved in
presenting the cartridge to the chamber makes the
mechanism more complicated than a simple, single
tray, more things can go wrong, potentially unreliable
and it costs more to manufacture, making this a weak
point in the design.
Bolt
The bolt is cylindrical and machined from solid bar. It is
127mm (5.00”) in length with a diameter of 20.6mm
(0.811) and weighs 265g (0.93lb) Which makes for a
very substantial and heavy bolt. At the rear of the bolt
is a screw which retains the firing pin and its spring.
The bolt face has twin very traditional extractors,
which are held in place by pins and midway along the
bolt’s length are two cams which run vertically and
engage with the lever mechanism. In the centre of
these cams is a recess which permits the lever mechanism to engage and cock the firing pin.
The bolt acts like a piston in a cylinder and with the
lever engaging in the recesses it is free to pivot the bolt
forwards and rearwards as required by the operator.
However it is only in the last 2mm (0.079) of bolt travel
as the bolt closes against the breech face that mechanical lock is achieved as shown in the lower picture.
The two slots underneath the twin extractors allow for
the twin plates that form the loading tray to pass as the
bolt cycles. The bolt is a well made affair, is well designed and is simple to strip. Removing the screw at the
rear of the bolt allows the removal of the firing pin and
its spring. Both items are substantial and the firing pin
is unlikely to fail.
The twin extractors can be removed by punching out
there axis pins and each extractor is kept under tension by its coil spring. The extractors are hardened and are finish by hand.
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Lever Mechanism
The lever mechanism consists of four
components, the lever, which consists of
the lever and the two forks which engage
in the the cams on the bolt. The axis pin,
which screws in to the receiver and what
the lever mechanism rotates upon. The
axis pin sleeve, which the cocking piece
rotates upon and finally the cocking
piece which engages in the bolt and
cocks the firing pin.
The whole assembly appears to be very
well made with jewelling on the bearing
surfaces and the heat treatment and
hardening indicated by the colouring.
This hardening process minimises any
wear on this critical component, however it as can be seen to the right, I had to add a insert as the harden axis
pin has stripped the thread on the side plate.
Removing and replacing the bolt
Move the lever all the way forward until it stops against the rear of trigger guard. This action draws the bolt to the rear and releases the pressure on the firing pin spring. Unscrew the axis screw and withdraw, do not worry about parts flying everywhere as
everything will remain in place. Draw the lever to the rear and down and you will feel it disengage from the bolt and the firing
pin. The axis pin sleeve can also be removed at this point and the cocking piece removed, however if you are simply removing
the bolt for cleaning this exercise is unnecessary. At this point the bolt is protruding from the rear of the receiver, simply draw to
the rear and remove.
Replacing the bolt is almost a reverse procedure, however some points to be aware. When inserting the bolt ensure the ejector
slot is in the six o’clock position and ensure the ejector actually engages in its slot. This will allow all the other components to align.
Do not push the bolt to far forward, taking the lever mechanism allow the cocking piece to engage in the firing pin and at the same
time, push the lever and the bolt forward. This will allow the two forks to engage in the cams on the bolt. Insert axis pin and secure.
Trigger Mechanism
If you think modular construction was a modern design feature, you’d be wrong. This
trigger mechanism is a self-contained module which contains the trigger, sear, ejector,
adjustment screws and various springs. Removing two horizontal threaded pins, shown
below releases the module as one unit without the springs and pins hurtling off into the
void.
The plate which is shown protruding from the top of the trigger assembly is the ejector,
this is spring loaded and moves forward under the influence of the bolt. When the bolt
is withdrawn backwards, the ejector under its springs influence rotates backward and
engages the empty case ejecting it.
The other projection you can see protruding from the rear of the assembly is
the sear. The cocking piece bears
against the sear and cocks the the firing
pin, pulling the trigger releases the sear
bent and the sear is allowed to move
forward, releasing the firing pin.
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There is an old saying in the UK that says “if it works leave it alone”, whilst I have
washed the trigger unit with solvent and re-lubricated the mechanism, I decided to
adhere to that philosophy and not strip it down any further. Stripping it down and
loosing a part would be disastrous.
To briefly summarise, this trigger is substantial and is machined from a solid block of
steel, it weighs a heavy 0.91lbs. It is a unique design, one I have never seen before,
is cleverly designed and off the highest quality.
Trigger adjustment
Adjustment is quite limited with only two screws in this trigger mechanism. On the
left side and can be seen in the furthest picture is the screw which controls trigger
travel. In the left hand picture the screw that can at the bottom of the slot, adjusts
the trigger pressure. Trigger pull is 2.5 lbs.
Loading platform
The loading platform is another
unique design associated with this
rifle. Most single shot target rifles,
especially the Anschutz models
have a simple platform with a
trough in the middle and this assists the bullet with alignment with
the bore. However due to the bullets rim the bullet initially enters
the chamber slightly misaligned
and becomes fully aligned once
the bullet is fully chambered.
The Barnett's loading platform is a far more complicated design and uses two spring loaded platforms works in conjunction with
the loading plates and the trigger mechanism which secures it in place.
Having placed a bullet onto the loading platform, the bolt moves forward and the rim of the bullet aligns itself with the bolt face.
The two move together and the bolt slightly depresses the first platform which keeps the bullet perfectly aligned with the bore by
taking into account the extra diameter of the cartridges rim. The bullet enters the chamber and the second platform is slightly
depressed keeping the bullet parallel with the bore.
The loading platform is machined from solid steel block which adds to the rifles weight. It adds a further nine components to the
rifle which have to be manufactured and in turn adds to the rifles cost and nine components which can wear or fail. My own feeling
on the benefits of this system are mixed, personally I feel the disadvantages of cost and complexity outweigh the advantages but
ultimately it must come down to accuracy and success in winning the competition.

Build Quality
This is British engineering at its best and something I am personally very proud off, this may not be a perfect design, but it is
extremely well built with matching components and with some items being hand finished. Bearing in mind the UK has only just
come out of the second world war and is nearly bankrupt, Barnett & Sons took considerable risk building and introducing an
entirely new design at this time. The design team were clearly very experience with the shooting world as some considerable and
experienced thought has gone into this rifle making it leading edge technology in 1947.
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Aperture Sights
When I took possession of the rifle it had no sights at all. The original
target sights were unique to this rifle and therefore are unobtainable
now. The alternative was to manufacture an adaptor plate and fit
Parker Hale sights which were design for the later BSA International
range of rifles.
I did not want to drill any more holes in the receiver therefore I was
limited to the original mounting holes. I also did not want to lower the
adapter plate so it conflicted with the stock. The end result is shown
on the right. We had some complications with screws breaking
through into the dovetail and therefore had to modify the plate
slightly for the design to work.
The original rifle had a unusual foresight which consisted of a ramp,
and an adjustable tunnel foresight, which could be adjusted for height
by raising or lowering it on the ramp. I had also acquired a Parker
Hale tunnel foresight which I mounted on a standard BSA international scope block. However this created another problem. The foresight
blade was 31mm (1.21”) above the centre of the bore and the rearsight aperture was 37mm (1.45”) at its lowest position and therefore
I was elevating the muzzle by 6mm, which doesn't make for good
accuracy at 25-50yrds. The answer was to manufacture another adap-

tor block, adding 8mm to the foresight and thus allowing for horizontal alignment with the rearsight.
Scope - Wollensak Ranger x 4
As it was my intention to return the rifle to its original state as much as funds would permit, I re-equipped this rifle with aperture
sights as this was the rifles primary sighting system . However it was fitted with scope blocks as can be seen below and as my
eyesight is deteriating I intended to fit a scope. Clearly I needed to fit a period scope and my scope of choice would have been a
Lyman Targetspot, however as I have to invest a considerable sum of money into manufacturing a new stock that particular scope
is out of my reach. My second scope of choice would be a Winchester A5, however they are in short supply at the time of writing
and to be honest if I could find a good A5, I would required that for another rifle, so I settled for a Wollensak x4 which was very
similar to the Winchester. As I planned to shoot at 25yrds and out to no more than 50yrds I felt the x4 would be quite capable.
The external appearance of the wallensak appeared very similar to the Winchester A5 and it appears to have been manufactured
in the 1930’s. I know very little about this scope, other than what can be found in the book “Old Rifle Scopes” by Nick Stroebel. I
purchased the scope through a dealer in the US, via eBay. Upon arrival I inspected it and found that it was optically and
mechanically sound but cosmetically it had seen the ravishes of time. It was a brass tube scope that had been enamel painted and
as a result of use, a lot of the enamel had worn off leaving the scope looking very untidy. The micrometer style mounts were in
the white and thus were open to attack by the elements and oxidisation. However they were very well made, were easy to strip
and therefore it was easy to remove any debris and rust and return them back to their prime. Both the elevation and the windage
drums were positively detented and therefore were not subject to accidental change.
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The reticule was a fine cross hair and fortunately was in good condition, overall length was a shade over 15” and the scope,
together with it mounts, weighed 442 gramme's. Weight was a concern as this was an overly heavy rifle, adding a big scope was
going to make this rifle difficult and tiring to use, therefore the smaller dimensions of the Ranger would be more practical.
Except for the markings, Ranger x4 the scope is unmarked and has no reference to Wollensak as the manufacturer. It was a result
of that lack of markings then lead me to carry out some more research and the identification of the Wollensak Optical company
as the manufacturer. It appeared they manufactured some of the best optical equipment of the period in the US and having

stripped, rebuilt and re-finished this scope I had to agree with that statement, that this was indeed a very well made scope.
Utilising the current scope blocks, introduced another problem, at just over 15” the scope was actually too short and I could not
achieve the correct eye relief and therefore had to add another scope block. This was annoying as I didn’t want to alter the rifle
any more than I had to, however it highlights to the reader that restoring classic rifles is not without its fair share of problems. I
looked at various options but the best and most cost efficient was to add another front mount block, closer to the receiver and
thus move the scope further to the rear.
Stock
Whatever this rifles history, it is the stock that has taken the most abuse over the years and unfortunately, its condition has been
reduced to a point where sadly it is now beyond repair or so I thought. When I received the rifle the pistol grip was fractured in
multiple locations, the fore end was fractured and the wood was fractured around the recess where the lever axis pin was located.
The fracture in the fore end was not through any fault of the rifle but by a user at some point. With the stock fractured in so many
areas, it is these structural weaknesses that may explain why or even contributed to the rifles failure.
The unique design of the rifle must have placed considerable complications on the design team when it came to designing the

stock. The rifle is heavy and therefore requires a strong stock to support the barrel, receiver, trigger and loading platform. The
action is secured by a single screw into the barrel and a bolt which travels up through the pistol grip and into the rear of the
receiver. To complicate matters further a recess has to machined very close to the bolt to allow for the seating of the cocking lever
and a hole drilled for its axis pin.
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As a result of the requirements placed upon it by the rifle, the pistol grip area of the stock is a definitely a weak point and a sharp
blow to the butt may have cause its failure and an expensive warrantee repair for the company. Another issue that may not be
apparent from the picture is the shooters sling. This must have put tremendous strain on the stock and may have contributed to
its failure.
On the rifleman.org website the furniture has been redesigned and appears to be more substantial around the receiver area, the
scollop is missing from the cheek area of the butt which will help reduce manufacturing costs. Therefore stocks on the early
production rifles would possibly have disappointed shooters and would not have help with future sales.
Repairing the stock
With the my new rearsight block and the BSA rearsight I had to modify the stock slightly to permit clearance for both items.
Originally I had contemplated manufacturing a new stock, however having approached two stock manufacturers the cost was

prohibitive and I decided to attempt a repair and see where we went from there.
I must say the pistol grip was in very poor state and I held little hope that any repair would hold. However during my earlier range
testing of the rifle I had used a new wood super glue. It has a very fine consistency, almost like water and I had used it to hold
things together during the range test and was very impressed by its strength but never thought any more about it. More as an
experiment, rather than a planned repair I decided to apply the super glue in copious quantities to every crack and crevice. Being
almost water like, it penetrated every fracture completely, I clamped where I could and with minutes it had cured. Removing the
clamps, the stock was solid, I applied some pressure and it still held and to say I was impressed was an understatement.
Almost by accident I had achieved a reasonable repair and the stock was now in a restorable condition suitable for use. However
I must stress no matter how good the repair this was still a weak design and therefore the rifle would have to be handled with
some considerable care.
I removed all the old finish, in-filled all the holes with a shellac based wax and prepared the surface. The wood was a light walnut,
was very dry, no natural oil, was very light and almost had a brittle feel to it. If the wood is indeed brittle which I have found on
some Asian hardwoods, this again would contribute to the stocks weakness. I machined and squared off the rear of the butt so I
could fit a new butt plate. The original rail for the bipod or hand stop was a very poor homemade affair which I replaced with a
more purposed design plate and that I had salvaged from another rifle. Due to the stocks overall weakness I had no intention of
shooting this rifle with a sling, so I retained one sling swivel purely for cosmetic purposes only.
As you can see from the pictures the rifle had been fitted with an improvised butt plate and finding a replacement was quite
difficult. The butt was very wide, 2” at its widest point and modern butt plates are 1¾ “ or less. Therefore I was forced to reduce
the width of the butt to accommodate a modern butt plate. I final settled on a simple yet adjustable Bisley butt plate. The fixed
plate is ground to fit and was polished to give it a more professional appearance. Finally to finish of the stock I sealed the grain and
applied two coats of Tru-oil.
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Whilst not part directly part of the stock I had managed to acquire a period bipod stand which I modified slightly to fit the new rail.
Unlike modern bipod's, this old target bipod was purely a stand to rest the rifle on between shoots and does not offer the shooter
a platform from which to shoot from.
Final Assembly
It was now December 2012 and I had started the project in June of the same year. After months of work, decision making,
acquiring various components I had finally restored the rifle. Because of my deteriating eyesight I had restored the rifle into two
configurations; scope and Iron sight. The Iron sight configuration was really to return the rifle to its original specification but whilst
I would test fire the rifle in this format, I would shoot the rifle predominately with the scope.
Assembly was a cautious affair as I was extremely conscious of the stock repair. The action secures using a front and rear main
screw, with the rear screw clamping down through the pistol grip and by applying to much force to this screw could undo all my
hard work. Therefore sufficient pressure was applied to this screw solely to take up any slack and not to pinch or crush the wood.
I polished and fitted the butt pad and secured the accessories rail. Assembly of the rifle went ahead without fault and the finished
rifle can be seen below in both its configurations.

Range Test
For obvious reasons I wanted to repeat the initial accuracy test that were completed way back in June, however 2012 was on
course to be the wettest year on recorded history in the UK and therefore getting to my range on Salisbury plain was proving to
be difficult due to the weather, therefore the my first range test was completed on a in-door 25 yrd gallery range. I set the rifle up
in its scope configuration, zeroed the scope using Eley Target and set about the
accuracy test. However results were disappointing due to limitations of the scope,
scope picture was poor on the in-door range and the reticule was to thick and as a
result groups were 5-6mm which is unacceptable for 25yrds and a precision target
rifle.
For my second accuracy test I reverted to aperture sights. As I am not a “target
shooter” I forgot to bring my spotting scope and therefore had to manually zero as I
couldn't see the fall of shot. I initially zeroed using Eley target and then switched to
Eley Tenex to obtain the following group. Shooting from the bench and a rest using
NRA (US) 50ft official targets I obtained this two round group of 3.11mmCTC proving
this was still a very capable rifle.
It also proves the point that whilst modern rifles enjoy all the benefits of modern
manufacturing technology, classic rifles are still just as accurate.
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NRA Museum - Bisley, England
In the search for more information on this rifle I visited the NRA museum at Bisley. To my delight they had a Barnett as you can
see from the picture below. I could not strip the rifle, therefore I could not identify the serial number but as you can see there was
a number of differences. The stock is the most obvious difference but I believed this is a replacement stock made privately and not

by Barnett. Whilst it is a much stronger design the bolt cannot be removed without removing the barrel and action, which makes
cleaning a chore. The original foresight ramp I discussed earlier in my notes is clearly displayed and sits nearly 2” above the bore.
The rearsight is a Parker Hale 25A model, the same as I have fitted to my rifle and the loading platform has been replaced with a
solid one piece platform.
The barrel, bolt, receiver and action appear identical but this large stock adds even more weight to an already heavy rifle which
would tire the shooter unnecessarily and potentially would have the opposite effect on accuracy.
Summary
Whilst sixty years old this was and is still a very capable rifle, many rifle designs never make it of the drawing board but this one
did. However two hundred and fifty rifles is not a successful production run and the company would have not have covered its
investments and tooling costs.
Why did the rifle fail? Certainly not because it was inaccurate but its design was flawed, the lever mechanism made it difficult to
construct a decent stock and the early stocks that were fitted were insufficiently strong enough to cope with the rigours of use.
The loading platform was overly complicated and the two loading plates were a poor design which would easily break. Start to
add early warranty costs, expensive modifications to overcome design shortfalls and the rifle rapidly becomes a money pit which
the company was probably unable to sustain.
Another thought which may have contributed to the rifles failure was the time of its introduction, I do not know what the unit
cost of this rifle was but this was post war Britain, a country whose population was struggling to emerge from a very expensive
world war, industry would be re-adjusting to peacetime requirements and the shooting community together with the public at
large may have had limited spending power and unable to purchase expensive rifles.
Early in 1950 BSA introduced the first of the very successful BSA Martini International series of .22 target rifles. The Martini action was a tried and tested with the rifle still being in use today, it was an altogether superior design with very few shortcomings
and therefore in my opinion contributed to the demise of the Barnett Ten-X.
Now that the rifle is finished I am unsure as to its future. As I am not a prone target shooter, I am unlikely to enter it into any
postal leagues. However I have achieved my principle goals of returning it to its former glory and preventing it from being cut up
by the Policeman's guillotine which is what TVG is all about.
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Barnett Ten-X, Serial No 256
Introduction
In October 2014 I was approached by a customer from Merthyr Tydfil in South Wales and who owned a Barnett, had read my
Armourers notes and asked if I would restore the rifle for him. Initially he sent a few pictures to give me an idea of what was
involved and unlike the rifle I had seen in the NRA Museum at Bisley, this one appeared remarkably original.
Upon receipt, this rifle was indeed original but unlike my rifle (Serial No 11) this rifle had all the various improvements incorporated in the design typical of a latter production model, therefore in this update I focus solely on these modifications.
Receiver
The basic receiver design format remains unaltered from the earlier rifles, however there are four noticeable improvements, the
simplest one is the introduction of the rifles serial number onto the left hand side of the receiver. In the UK where serial numbers
are crucial to the firearms licensing system, this addition is a godsend. With the
early rifles only having the number underneath the action, it meant removing the
lever action and the woodwork just to
confirm the rifles serial number.
At the rear and underneath of the receiver is the rear locking nut for the large bolt
which passes through the pistol grip and
secures the rear of the stock. On the early
guns these nuts where located in a dovetail and where removable. This rifle has
its nut brazed into place and as a result it is integral with the receiver. My thoughts on
this improvement are solely as a cost saving measure. A machining operation is
removed from the receiver and the nut is easier to manufacture as it does not require
the corresponding joint.
Another minor change is the access hole in the left hand side plate for adjusting the
length of pull. On the early guns they where “U” shaped, on this rifle it is a hole.
However the hole is very close to the top of the plate and therefore on the early gun
it may have broke the surface and was cleaned up by hand and therefore is not a
design change.
The biggest and most obvious change to the receiver is the removal of the loading platform, its supporting spring plate and the
two associated loading trays which sat either side of the platform. They have been replaced by a simple, cost effective and far
more effective loading tray which has a built in fixed ejector as shown above. This modification is probably the single most
effective and cost saving alteration to the design.
My last comment concerns what is not there, rather than what has been altered. The rifle still has no noclumenture, no
manufactures logo, no calibre, only proofing marks, how strange as you would have thought Barnett would have been keen to
advertise the rifles name and the manufacturing source.
Bolt
I have decided to discuss the bolt next as many of the changes mention in the previous paragraphs impacts directly on the bolt.
As the loading platform has been removed and the loading tray completely redesigned the bolt has had those corresponding
features removed. The underneath of the bolt no longer has the large groove for the ejector and the two narrow groves either
side of the bolt that permitted the clearance of the two loading trays has also been eliminated. However as the new loading tray
has an integral ejector there is a small grove to accommodate its clearance.
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From the manufacturing standpoint this is a major improvement and cost saving. However the implementation of a new loading
tray has also required a major redesign of the bolt body. As can be seen in the image below a substantial amount of the bolt has
been been removed to permit clearance of the new loading
tray. The bolt face of the earlier bolt completely enclosed
and supported the rim of the cartridge, however to maintain alignment of the cartridge with the chamber, the new
loading tray is of increased height and as a result the bottom of the bolt face has been lost.
To compensate for this loss a new supporting lug is incorporated into and underneath the new bolt face. This new lug
passes through the loading tray, engages the cartridge,
supports it and together with the bolt face feeds the round
into the chamber.
Trigger Assembly
The new trigger assembly has the same external dimensions as the early rifles,
however with the introduction of a fixed ejector on the loading tray, the ejector
in the early production models has now been made redundant. As a result the
ejector has been removed and the internal dimensions altered to take this loss
into account.
The new trigger has seen improvement with the addition of a large screw cap
at the bottom of trigger guard. The purpose of this cap and its associated
assembly is to permit adjustment of the trigger pressure by increasing or
degreasing the spring tension.
Barrel
Barrels on the later production guns have also seen their change. The most obvious is weight and this has been achieved by
reducing the barrels diameter. Starting from the chamber the barrels diameter remains the same for the first 3.5”. However at this

point the barrel has been turned down to 0.95” and then tapers to 0.75” at the muzzle. This reduction in
weight reduces the stress on the firer but more importantly it places less stress on the woodwork when
the rifle is being handled, a key factor with the weak stock design.
A unique feature which I have not seen on any other rifle is the anti reflection checkering machined along
the whole of the upper length of the barrel. How effective this checkering is, I am unsure but it does add
a nice cosmetic appearance. The crown of the new barrels has been recessed and has been marked
“Phoenix” where the muzzle on the early guns where flush and marked “Parkerifled AGP” (Alfred G Parker).
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Alfred G Parker was a very successful gunsmith of the times and manufactured a number of successful items including his own
precision sights. I am assuming he has produced both barrels with the various names identifying the different barrel types. But this
is an assumption not based on fact and therefore I could be wrong.
Sights
I have now seen a few Barnett's over the last couple of years and in most cases they have been extensively modified in two key
areas, the stock and the sights, however this is the first time I have had a chance to see the original sights.

The rearsight is a substantial affair and as such adds considerable weight and could be described as chunky unlike the Parker
Hale and BSA models. The sight can be adjusted for elevation, windage and eye relief and has a large eyepiece which includes an
adjustable iris. The sight appears to be manufactured by J.H.Steward Ltd, 406 The Strand, London. Searching the Internet it
would appear that James Henry Steward was primarily an optician and founded his business in 1852. The company produced a
large range of items for military and shooting use. They products were to a high standard and and the company often advertised
as opticians to ‘The British & Foreign Governments, the National Rifle Associations of England, India, Canada & the Colonies and
the National Artillery Association. James Henry died in 1896 but his business continued in the family for a further four generations until its doors finally closed in 1975. A article can be found about the family business at the following link:
http://www.sliderules.nl/media/papers/Gazette_12___J_H_Steward___a_family_dynasty.pdf
The foresight is a typical tunnel foresight with the ability to accommodate various different elements, however it is slightly unusual
in that it is adjustable for height by sliding it up and down a ramp as can be seen above. In summary these are high quality and
capable sights which would have added to the rifles overall cost.
Stock
Whilst the external appearance of this stock is very similar to the early production models, there are subtle differences. The stock
is manufactured from teak rather than walnut and it is considerably wider around the receiver. Both these differences add

strength to an area that is noticeably weak on the early guns. The added width permits the introduction of a bullet rack/tray which
accommodates 10rds of conveniently located ammunition.
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With the loading platform being dispensed with, the stock no
longer requires this clearance and therefore it is omitted.
The forend is tapered slightly, however any weight reduction
is offset by the wider stock and the more substantial butt.
The last change is to the cheek pad on the butt, as can be
seen from the image it is far more traditional and much
better looking than the early guns with the scallop.

Summary
As a late production model this rifle has a number of improvements incorporated in its design which are definitely for the better.
Bearing in mind the serial No 256, it would appear the company were quick to learn and introduce the improvements required,

however my earlier comments still stand as to the rifle and companies unfortunate demise.
This is an altogether superior rifle to the early production models, the lighter barrel, stronger stock and simplistic loading tray all
add to the rifles performance and its lower production cost, however I wonder if that reduction in cost was passed on to the
potential buyer. Its a shame the rifle never made a successful production run, it certainly didn't fail because it under performed,
quite the opposite, its extremely accurate. However the same rule applied then as it does today. The technology of both the rifle
and the ammunition will only take you so far, ease of manufacture and successful marketing is often the winning factor and finally
its down to the shooter and simple buying power.
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